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Editor’s Note: The author submitted this article to the Military Intelligence
Professional Bulletin in November 2021, before the Russian invasion of
Ukraine. The article does not address the impact of sanctions imposed
by the United States and our allies.

Introduction

Regardless of your political views or beliefs on climate change,
climate change does have an influence on geopolitical factors.
For the intelligence professional, understanding that climate
change interconnects globally with social, economic, and
political security contributes to conducting informed threat
assessments and decision making.
In his foreword to the 2021 Climate Adaptation Plan,
Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin directed the Department
of Defense to “include the security implications of climate
change in all our risk analyses, strategy development, and
planning.” He further directed that climate risk be addressed
in the National Defense Strategy.1 Lines of effort for this plan
include climate-informed decision making and a trained and
equipped climate-ready force. These efforts are all in line with
supporting President Biden’s Executive Order 1408, Tackling
the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad.
In September 2021, President Biden addressed the United
Nations General Assembly, pledging to work with Congress
to increase funding for developing nations to $11.4 billion in
support of their climate change initiatives. The intent is to
aid in achieving a global initiative of $100 billion per year to
support climate action in vulnerable countries.
President Biden is committed to “cutting greenhouse gas
emissions 50 to 52 percent below 2005 levels in 2030, reaching a 100 percent carbon pollution-free power sector by
2035 and achieving a net-zero economy by no later than
2050.”2 These are bold and aggressive measures against a
global threat. However, similar to the evaluation of operational courses of action, our adversaries have a vote. Press
reporting suggests China understands its contribution to the
crisis and a need for change. Additionally, recent reporting
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indicates that Russia understands it too has no choice but to
participate and do its part. However, actions by both states
suggest they are likely to negate any collective progress by
other countries. This article will identify those behaviors and
activities that may undo a U.S. investment of $330.6 billion
by the 2050 goal.

Banking and Climate Change

The United States has already limited government financing of overseas fossil fuel projects and will likely turn its
attention to private sector lending. However, Chinese initiatives continue to drive coal project financing, and “four
American banks—JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo, Citi, and
Bank of America—remain the largest financiers of fossil fuel
projects overall, having collectively financed more than $800
billion in such projects worldwide since 2016.”3 (See Figure
1 on the next page.)
“From 2014 to 2017, six Chinese banks participated in syndicated loans worth $143 billion for 165 energy and transportation projects in 32 [Belt and Road Initiative] BRI countries.”4
Additionally, from 2006 to 2017, China commissioned 692
gigawatts of coal-fired capacity, more than twice the amount
commissioned in the rest of the world combined.5 These
activities have not gone unnoticed. Other nations’ negative
press and restrictive trade measures caused China’s central
government to begin restricting new coal plants in 2016, including restrictions on permitting in nearly every province
(with exceptions for projects located in impoverished areas
and for residential heat and power projects). “In 2017, the
central government began suspending hundreds of coal projects, with 98 [gigawatts] GW shelved in January and 93 GW
in September.”6 However, these efforts appear short-lived.

China’s Appetite for Coal

The Global Energy Monitor assesses, “While [the] appetite for new coal power investments is slowing throughout
most of the world, it is on the rise in China. In 2020, China
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built over three times as much new coal power capacity as
all other countries in the world combined—the equivalent of
more than one large coal plant per week. In addition, over 73
gigawatts of new coal power projects were initiated in China,
five times as much as in all other countries, while construction
permits for new coal projects also accelerated.”7
While China’s home use of fossil fuels is clearly on the rise,
many Belt and Road Initiative projects are also tied to energy-producing coal plants. According to the Natural Resources
Defense Council, Chinese financial institutions are the world’s
largest investor in overseas coal plants, using international
development funds to create $15 billion in coal projects from
2013 to 2016. The Natural Resources Defense Council further
asserts there is another $13 billion in proposed funding.9
Many of the coal proposals are part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, a multibillion-dollar plan that includes
$33 billion in energy infrastructure projects, primarily fossil
fuels. In 2016, the Pakistani magazine Centerline reported
the majority of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor would
be coal-based plants, with $5.8 billion worth of coal power
projects expected to be completed by early 2019 as part of
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor’s “early harvest” projects.10 A more recent report by Greenpeace and counterparts
Sierra Club and CoalSwarm indicates Asia is the leader in new
coal power construction. Chinese companies and banks are
involved in 240 coal-fired power projects in 25 of the 65 countries along the Belt and Road Initiative.11 (See Figure 2 on the
next page.) Most recently, in September 2021, the Pakistan
Matiari-Lahore transmission line started operations. Coalbased power plants at Thar, Port Qasim, and Hub produce
the electricity for this power service.12

Belt and Road Initiative Spending

While estimates of spending vary, Morgan Stanley anticipates that Belt and Road Initiative spending could reach $1.2
to $1.3 trillion by 2027.13 To date, the energy and transportation sectors have been the primary focus of Belt and Road
Initiative investment, with energy estimated to compose
44 percent of all Belt and Road Initiative spending.14 This
should not be surprising. China targets developing nations,
and these countries tend to view fossil fuels as cheaper and
as more reliable than renewables. In Bangladesh, India, and
Indonesia, for instance, state development plans explicitly
call for constructing new coal plants.
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“Restrictions imposed by the World Bank, the Asian
Development Bank, and the United States during the Obama
administration have made China the world’s primary source
of coal financing.”15 Countries taking advantage of China’s
willingness to finance and construct these plants include
“Bangladesh, Pakistan, Serbia, Kenya, Ghana, Malawi, and
Zimbabwe. China is also financing about half of proposed new
coal capacity in Egypt, Tanzania, and Zambia.”16 In order to
meet renewable energy Nationally Determined Contributions
for 31 of the Belt and Road Initiative countries studied, the
Global Development Policy Center estimates the need for
$486.62 billion by 2030.17
Nationally Determined Contributions
[Nationally Determined Contributions] NDCs are national
climate plans that national governments aim to implement to combat climate change. NDCs typically include
climate-related contributions, policies, and measures. Most
NDCs include emissions-reduction commitments and have
mitigation objectives for 2030 or earlier. Collectively, these
country-driven contributions and objectives lay out the
global path toward low-carbon development, and they are
increasingly recognized by multilateral development banks
and incorporated into their strategy and planning processes
with client countries.18

“Today, China’s leadership has embedded ‘eco-civilization’
in the Communist Party’s constitution, as the clean, green
principle on which it is planning the next phase of China’s economic development….The result is that while China is making
commendable efforts to clean up at home and to reduce its
carbon emissions, the Belt and Road Initiative threatens to
lock China’s partners into the same high-emission development that China is now trying to exit….190 countries agreed
under the Paris climate accord to try to keep the global average temperature rise below 2 degrees Celsius (C) and as close
to 1.5 degrees C as possible. The energy finance think tank
Carbon Tracker estimates that this will require a complete
phaseout of coal worldwide by 2040. That, in turn, means
that 100 [gigawatts] GW a year, or one coal plant a day, will
need to close from now to 2040, a goal that is directly undercut by China’s coal investments.”19

Russia’s Reliance on Fossil Fuels

China is not our only competitor that sees reliance on fossil
fuels as a key to its economic stability and national objectives.
Russia is certainly not a champion for change when it comes
to oil and natural gas or conversions to renewable energy.
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The Lowy Institute, an Australian-based think tank, indicates,
“Russia is the world’s fourth largest emitter of greenhouse
gases, pumping out five percent of the world’s carbon. It is also
a significant source of methane emissions, often from creaky
gas pipelines. Yet Russia only ratified the Paris Agreement
in September 2019, four years after its conclusion. And its
Nationally Determined Contribution lodged in November 2020
was a modest effort, rather devoid of ambition.”20
Reporting from The Moscow Times suggests, “The Russian
establishment was caught off guard by the long-term threat
to the entire functioning of the country’s economy posed by
the global goal of decarbonization and net zero emissions.
Nearly all of Russia’s main foreign trade partners have declared their ambition to become carbon-neutral by 2050
(or 2060, in China’s case). And the [European Union’s] EU’s
carbon border adjustment mechanism—hotly discussed in
Russia—is only a small part of the raft of EU regulations.”22
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Anatoly Chubais, the former Russian deputy prime minister,
expressed concern over the considerable effects on Russian
exports that green initiatives would have. Chubais said this
green transition might cause a 10 percent loss in Russia’s gross
domestic product. Oil and gas revenues currently account
for one-third of the Russian budget; as one of the world’s
largest energy exporters, Russia’s oil and natural gas exports
constitute almost 40 percent of the Russian budget.23 Russian
president Vladimir Putin is in no position to accept a 10 percent loss in gross domestic product or conduct budget cuts
to the tune of 40 percent. Simply put, diversifying energy
supplies away from fossil fuels poses a long-term threat to
the Russian economy.
In 2019, The Moscow Times quoted the Russian energy
minister, Alexander Novak: “Over the last 10 years, Russia
has boosted its annual coal production by more than 30 percent to a total of 440 million tons, and the country is now the
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world’s third-largest producer.”24 In 2020, the Climate Change industrial potential, creating new jobs and improving living
Performance Index ranked Russia 52nd out of 61 countries standards.32 According to a November 2021 piece by U.S.worldwide for its adoption of climate change goals. Putin based think tank The Jamestown Foundation, “At the annual
has not developed a strategy or demonstrated an interest in gathering of the Valdai Club (October 18–21), [Putin] not
lowering carbon levels by 2050.
only decried the ostensible crisis
Furthermore, it does not appear
of Western capitalism but also
Russia is planning to phase out
dismissed the search for global
Russia
is
likely
to
experifossil fuel subsidies or forgo its
solutions to global problems as
new coal terminals currently ununrealistic.”33
ence
infrastructure
damder construction.25 Almost half of
age from permafrost thaw, Significance of the
Russia’s current 58 coal mines in
Permafrost
operation have opened in the
more frequent and intense
The head of Russia’s Rosneft Oil
course of the last 20 years, and
wildfires, and increased Company, Igor Sechin, asserted
several more are in the making,
energy transition plans should
including in the Arctic.26
erosion.27
be discussed more closely with
Russia’s Energy Plans
industry, suggesting world leadIn the Taymyr Peninsula, the
ers are not the only parties that
large territory stretching into the far northern Kara Sea, there have a say.34 Russian challenges to the green effort go on as
are plans for extractions of more than 25 million tons per year permafrost, covering roughly two-thirds of Russia, is rapidly
over the next 5 years. The Vostok Coal Company will begin thawing. “More dramatic freeze-thaw cycles in the subsoil are
use of its license on the northeastern tip of the peninsula. eroding urban infrastructure in Russia’s Arctic cities, home
The license areas of the Severnaya Zvezda (Northern Star) to more than 2 million people, and pose a mounting risk to
company are located nearby. These projects will result in two Russia’s 200,000 kilometers of oil and gas pipelines, not to
major port terminals for coal.28 While Russia is projected to mention thousands of miles of roads and rail lines bridging
replace much of its own coal use with natural gas, which will some of Russia’s widest rivers.”35
leave a reduced carbon footprint at home, those projections
Permafrost thaw was responsible for a diesel storage tank
also reflect only 4 percent of the energy mix will come from near Norilsk toppling and spilling 21,000 tons of diesel into
renewable sources by 2035.
the Ambarnaya River and surrounding subsoil.36 “At its current

“
”

Russia’s most powerful business lobby, the Russian Union
of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, has a different take on
the crisis. David Iakobachvili, chairman of the Russian Union
of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs’ Committee on Corporate
Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development, told The
Moscow Times, “We have to maximize our sales of gas, oil and
coal as much as we can without stopping while there is still a
buyer for it, and use that money to stimulate innovations in
new technologies so we can keep up with other economies.”29

Even as countries around the world are planning green
transition efforts, Russia is considering the investment of
three to five scientific and industrial centers in Siberia. The
idea is to provide incentives for a workforce to relocate and
drive further development of the Siberian region, strengthening the Russian economy. The president of the Russian
Geographical Society, Sergei Shoigu, believes that southern
Siberia has the potential to produce greater quantities of
cooking coal and that the Kansk region shows promise in
coal chemical production.30 Lending credibility to the proposal, Viktoria Abramchenko, one of the government’s main
curators of the Siberian Federal District, was in full support.31
Putin pointedly stated that Russia’s “historic task” is to increase the Far Eastern population by expanding the local
4

rate of thaw—about 1 degree Celsius per decade—Russia’s
permafrost layer will stop freezing completely in three decades….According to one study, a 30 to 99 percent reduction
in near-surface permafrost would release an additional 10 to
240 billion tons of carbon and methane into the atmosphere
and potentially put the globe ‘over the brink’ by 2100.”37

In 2019, the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) published a 1,000-page document titled
Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing
Climate.38 Based on the report’s findings, “even if the world
manages to hit the IPCC target of limiting global warming
to 2 degrees Celsius by 2100, around 25 percent of the permafrost near the surface could be lost.”39 Estimates indicate
these effects are irreversible. “When the bacteria turn the
carbon in the Arctic into [carbon dioxide] CO2 and methane,
it accelerates a feedback loop. The more methane and carbon
released, the more warming [occurs].”40 (See Figure 3.) Even
facing all this research and the findings, it is unlikely Russia
will cooperate willingly with what amounts to a destruction
of its economy and a significant loss of influence and economic control over neighbors that provide a buffer to North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) expansionism and the
advance of Americans.
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